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	Comprehensive Answers to the "Why" of Wireless Mobility


	In this unique guide, Cisco wireless expert Neil Reid incorporates best practices from some of the most complex and challenging wireless deployments in the industry and provides an insider's view of the "why" of wireless mobility. The book discusses the critical need for today's wireless networks and how these systems are integral to education, healthcare, manufacturing, and other industries. Wireless Mobility looks beyond the technology and costs of wireless implementations, focusing on the long-term strategic advantages enabled by wireless mobile networks.


	Coverage includes:

	
		How wireless networks are used to derive maximum value from business operations
	
		Insights on the value of mobility from a CIO's perspective
	
		The essential role of wireless mobility in enabling virtualization
	
		Value propositions of wireless mobility in education and healthcare
	
		How wireless network assessments and IT mobility investments resolve critical business operational issues
	
		Using Optimal Project Sequencing to maximize value and reduce network deployments and maintenance costs
	
		Implementing finance strategies that maximize cash flow
	
		System integrator growth and mobility practice resilience
	
		Best practices for today's wireless deployments that enable next-generation mobility deployments
	
		Wireless mobility and intelligent buildings
	
		Ten key future trends in the wireless mobility industry
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QuickBooks 2009 on DemandQue, 2009

	Need answers quickly? QuickBooks® 2009 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.

	
		
			Produce and customize reports that show...
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PHP Master: Write Cutting Edge CodeSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2011

	PHP Master is aimed at intermediate PHP developers—those who have left their
	newbie status behind, and are looking to advance their skills and knowledge. Our
	aim as authors is to enable developers to refine their skills across a number of areas,
	and so we’ve picked topics that we felt have stood us in the best stead to grow...
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Microsoft Office Access 2007 QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Step-by-Step, Full-Color Graphics!
Get started using Access 2007 right away--the QuickSteps way. Color screenshots and clear instructions show you how to use all the new and improved features. Follow along and learn to work with the new Office interface and ribbon, create databases and tables, and enter and edit data. You'll...
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Automated Reasoning: Second International Joint Conference, IJCAR 2004, Cork, Ireland, July 4-8, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 2nd International Joint Conference on Automated Reasoning (IJCAR 2004) held July 4–8, 2004 in Cork, Ireland. IJCAR 2004 continued the tradition established at the first IJCAR in Siena, Italy in 2001, which brought together different research communities working in automated reasoning.
...
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19 Deadly Sins of Software Security (Security One-off)McGraw-Hill, 2005
This essential book for all software developers--regardless of platform, language, or type of application--outlines the “19 deadly sins” of software security and shows how to fix each one. Best-selling authors Michael Howard and David LeBlanc, who teach Microsoft employees how to secure code, have partnered with John Viega, the man...
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Microsoft Windows Vista Visual EncyclopediaVisual, 2007
If you prefer to see what things look like and how to perform a task, instead of just being told, this is your ideal A to Z reference. Part I shows every Windows Vista tool and how to use it. Part II provides step-by-step instructions for more than 140 key tasks and techniques. Both are arranged alphabetically and illustrated in full color. It's...
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